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NRW Minister President Hendrik Wüst visits Humintech
"Making good jobs crisis-proof is the topic these days. This company also depends on secure
and affordable energy supplies. Crisis-proof jobs need energy security and attractive location
conditions. That's what we've been working on in recent years. Since the change of
government in 2017, around 400,000 additional jobs have been created," said Minister
President Hendrik Wüst during his visit to Humintech. In view of the high inflation, he said,
reductions in taxes on energy are necessary over and above the relief packages of the German
government in order to bring noticeable relief.
The two Humintech managing directors Müfit Tarhan and Aydogan Cengiz, Dr. Yasser
Dergham and Berthold Stern from technology and research as well as Mr. Tolga Halici as
presenter and board member of ATIAD (Association of Turkish Entrepreneurs and
Industrialists in Europe e.V., Düsseldorf) invited to visit production halls and company
premises. The invitation was accepted not only by the Minister President but also by Mr.
Hermann Gröhe and Mrs. Serap Güler as Members of the German Bundestag and Mrs. Heike
Troles, Member of the Grevenbroich Regional Parliament.
After a tour of the production facilities, it was off to the meeting room for the technical
details. "More than 20 years ago, we decided in Düsseldorf to refine these unique raw
materials to the highest quality standards "made in Germany" and to use them for
environmental protection. Today, we are a multicultural team of almost 60 employees from
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more than ten nationalities. We are grateful for the production location NRW and the
opportunities we have experienced ourselves and can pass on today as a training company,"
Aydogan Cengiz welcomes the guests.
Since 2001, the company has been producing biological soil conditioners and biostimulants
that can mitigate the effects of abiotic stress factors in agriculture, such as those that are
occurring more frequently as a result of climate change – droughts, heavy rainfall and
temperature shifts. Customers operate in more than 70 countries and ensure not only humus
levels in the soil but also uniform harvests in wine-growing regions in Iran, potato fields in
southern Germany and berry crops in South America.
The prime minister concludes, "My parents, who were born in '38 and '42, always said, 'If you
can do something, you have something, you are something.' And it was the same with the first
generation of immigrants. Today, in the second and third generations, there are many
entrepreneurs with a migration history who, with their strong companies, are part of a shared
success story in North Rhine-Westphalia. Thank you very much for your commitment and for
your entrepreneurial achievements."
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